Advantages:

- High bass quality
- Class D amplification
- Full Mosfet
- Very high power
- Stable into 1 Ohm
- Remote control
- Direct Mode

Technical characteristics:

**CEA 2006 power (4 Ohms, ≤1% THD+N, 14.4 Volts):** 1x590W  
Nom. power: 1x1000W into 2 Ohms with 1% de THD  
Nom. power: 1x1500W into 1 Ohm with 1% de THD  
Adjustable low-pass crossover from 50Hz to 500Hz  
Subsonique crossover - Continuous phase setting  
Direct Mode  
Protections: short-circuit, direct current, thermal overload, polarity reversal.